
DRAFT 
 
Some Musings on the EC Backbone Strategy 

 
I have long given up on the quest to find the one universal tool kit that will unite us all 
under a perfect methodology… as they will only ever be as good as the users that rely 
on them. What is sorely missing in the development machine is a solid grounding in 
ethics, empathy, integrity and humility1. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This paper is written by someone who has worked for 2 decades on EU funded projects in institution 
building (particularly at the core of government) in post-communist countries – and who presented a 
critical paper to the 2006 NISPAcee Conference about his experiences.2 Apart from procedural 
criticisms3, that paper also argued that  

• the focus of the EC on European Administrative Space and on accession had blinded it to the 
problems of institution building in other contexts eg in Neighbourhood Policy countries with 
some of which I have become familiar;  

• no attempt had been made by the Commission to define the qualities which made  for a good 
consultant 

• there was scandalously little material available on the public domain from all the project 
experience in institution-building4.  

 
This short paper is a summary of a longer (still developing) paper whicih will be presented in late May 
to the 19th Conference of NISPAcee -  „Reforming the reformers”5. Both papers ask two basic 
questions – 

• Is the strategy capable of dealing with the problems identified by the Court of Auditors? 

• Do western experts in institution-building have the competences to „make a difference”?  
 
The paper looks critically at the European Commission’s 2008 “Backbone strategy” for improvement of 
Technical Assistance; and at the absence of any (public) discussion of the various tools it uses in its good 
governance projects.  
Few people (certainly in the EC) seem to be looking at how state institutions and local government can 
realistically be developed in neighbourhood countries in a way helps develop a real citizen- or customer-
orientation and which is sustainable. For example in 2009 Sigma produced a very important paper which 
suggested that the work of the merit-based civil service agencies established with EC Technical 
Assistance were being undermined.  
http://www.rcpar.org/mediaupload/publications/2009/20100311_SIGMA_sustainability_of_CSR_in_
CEE.pdf.  
Very few people are casting such an analytical eye over the work of institution-building in neighbourhood 
(let alone recent member) countries.  
 
The Court of Auditors’ 2007 Report (which provoked the Backbone strategy) was concerned with 
procurement procedures – it is questions about the substance which are overdue. That is to say – what 
assumptions do those who draft Terms of Reference make about the levers of change for public service 
improvement? And how valid are they? 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
2 http://www.freewebs.com/publicadminreform/key%20papers/Critique%20of%20TA%20for%20PAR.pdf 
3 which are now also being strongly articulated by a new Association for independent TA consultants – see  http://www.ta-
consultants-united.org 
4 compared, for example, with the results of World Bank activity 
5 available at http://www.freewebs.com/publicadminreform/  



1. What is the Backbone strategy? 
The European Court of Auditors issued a critical report in 2007 on the EC programme of Technical 
Assistance (TA) – administered by 81 European delegations throughout the world but mainly in Asian 
and Africa.  The value of ongoing projects in 2006 was more than 2 billion euros. In July 2008 the EC 
responded with its 2008 Backbone Strategy – and with more detailed Guidlines in 2009. The reform 
seems to boil down to one analytical statement and four injunctions. The basic analysis is that the 
system of Technical Assistance is fine; it’s people (implementation) that screw up. The four 
injunctions (to overworked EC Delegation staff) are–  

• „avoid supply-driven solutions - make sure that everything is driven by the beneficiaries” 

• „Get the project design right” 

• „select the right consultants”  

• „Allow them flexibility” (at least in the inception period) 
 

 

2. Purpose of this paper 
The EC Technical Assistance programme covers a large range of activities – from agricultural support 
through the judicial, education and health sectors to transport. No outsider could possibly claim to 
have the information and understanding of such an extensive and varied range of work to be able to 
judge it. But the Court of Auditors’ remit is financial and procurement procedures – which are 
standard and therefore easier to analyse and judge.     
 
This paper is written by someone who has worked for 2 decades on EU funded projects in institution 
building (particularly at the core of government) in post-communist countries – and who presented a 
critical paper to the 2006 NISPAcee Conference about his experiences.6 Apart from my procedural 
criticisms7, this paper also argued that the focus of the EC on European Administrative Space and on 
accession had blinded it to the problems of institution building in other contexts eg in Neighbourhood 
Policy countries with some of which I have become familiar; that no attempt had been made by the 
Commission to define the qualities which made  for a good consultant; and that there was scandalously 
little material available on the public domain from all the project experience in institution-building8. 
This short paper is a summary of the longer (still developing) paper „Reforming the reformers” also 
available on the website. Both papers ask two basic questions – 

• Is the strategy capable of dealing with the problems identified by the Court of Auditors? 

• Do western experts in institution-building have the competences to „make a difference”?  
 
 

3. Is the strategy realistic? 
Each of the four injunctions of the Backbone strategy is admirable and indeed critical to the success of 
the EC system of TA. It is, however, a pity that the Guidelines don’t pose the question - Why each is so 
rarely to be found in practice? This section explores that question. 
 
3.1 Obstacles to getting a demand-driven system 
Some obvious ones are – 

• Lack of experience and knowledge of beneficiaries in administrative reform  – and therefore of 
appreciation of the implications of the various tools in the change agenda 

• Low priority of institution building – compared with issues of personal survival  

• High rate of turnover of senior policy-makers 
 
If the senior officials in beneficary countries had the sort of understanding about the levers for 
increased public management performance needed to make the appropriate sorts of demands, then 
they would not need Technical Assistance! And those with little knowledge are often the most 
confident in their demands. These are the two of the hard realities on which the rhetoric of demand 
founders. And the Guidelines don’t help the Delegation staff deal with this situation. In principle, it 
needs local professionals who have the skills and credibility to identify and work up the most 
promising change prospects.  I have not seen such people in the various delegations recently (there 
was one in the Azeri Europa House in 2003/05).   

                                                 
6 http://www.freewebs.com/publicadminreform/key%20papers/Critique%20of%20TA%20for%20PAR.pdf 
7 which are now also being strongly articulated by a new Association for independent TA consultants – see  http://www.ta-
consultants-united.org 
8 compared, for example, with the results of World Bank activity 



And more external TA should perhaps be applied to this part of the process.    
 
 
3.2 Obstacles to good country analysis and project design 
The Guidelines rightly emphasise how critical this part of the process is – and not to skimp on it. This 
is the stage which requires real consultancy – a sensitive listening to the client; a wide 
professional understanding of the options available to satisfy their needs; as well as the 
skills of transforming this into the logical framework required by the EC . 
It would be interesting to have more information about the skills and experience of the external 
consultants who are recruited for this critical part of the process; how they are recruited and 
evaluated; and what assumptions they make about levers of change9. 
In my 20 year experience, most consultants active in EC TA have arrived there by accident – from 
other careers (eg in the government service of one member state) and received absolutely no training 
or preparation for the utterly different role of a consultant (or expert) in transition countries. The table 
below is a tentative outline of some of the challenges which people who become EC experts in TA face 
 
Table 1; The Role Challenge for EC experts 
 Manager/academic Expert/consultant 
Style Gives orders Uses listening skills 

Contextual sensitivity Implicit understanding of own 
office culture 

Uses special skills to develop 
explicit understanding of different 
office culture 

Knowledge base Single member state Comparative knowledge of several 
member/ developing states 

Approach practical Theoretical 

??   

??   

 
Drafting Terms of Reference is, however, an even more challenging role.  It is the crucial step in the 
whole process – and requires three knowedge/skill sets of a particuarly advanced sort - 

• Diagnostic – the realiities of the local context 

• Comparative specialist knowledge detached from a specific national context – to allow an 
understanding about levers of change 

• Communication skills to seek consensus on the required tools and draft it in relevant ToR with 
the required balance of activities and flexibility 

 
Luckily there are a few people being used with such skills – but even they admit they are deficient and 
receive no help in improving their deficiencies. 
 
The argument so far suggest a budgetary reallocation – a higher percentage to help the system 
produce relevant demand-driven projects (and also perhaps capture in local institutes of public 
administration the diagnostic and reform experience); and a lower percentage to the actual projects.  
 
 
3.3 Selecting the right consultants 
The document hardly mentions (let alone gives any analysis of) the commercial companies and the 
(freelance) consultants on which the entire system hinges. On the few occasions consultants are 
mentioned, it is with some embarrassment – as if we were harlots. Not surprisingly, therefore, the 
Backbone strategy fails to explore its own role in ensuring that people like myself have the relevant 
information, knowledge, skills and…attitudes. But that would mean first defining the features you are 
looking for and then ensuring that consultants with these features are developed – let alone selected.   
 
a. what should project ToR look for in its key experts? 
Little is said about this in the Backbone strategy or Guidelines. I would suggest that skills and 
attitudes are the key (rather than knowledge) - whether the consultant is sufficiently 
sensitive to the local context and networks to be able to identify opportunities and 
networks; and has the skills to use them at the right time and manner. I have tried to give 
some examples in boxes 10-12 of this paper on my website10. Box 28 of the Guidelines does recognise 

                                                 
9 see discussion at section 4.2 below 
10 http://publicadminreform.webs.com/key%20papers/Reforming%20the%20reformers%2024%20Feb.pdf 



this when it says – „The more the purpose of the TC is Capacity Development, the more important it is 
that the advisor can communicate, has empathy and can play a facilitating role”.  
 
Box 1; example of flexibility and attributes needed for project success 
One project was attached to the Presidential Office to help implement a Civil Service Law which the international 
community had saddled then with. They didn’t know what to do with it (Ministers appointed family and friends) – 
and the World Bank (and a previous Team Leader) had given up. Noone seemed very interested in challenging the 
kleptocracy. Painstakingly the Team Leader set out the various steps needed to make a reality of the Law. The 
project office was in the Presidential Academy for Public Administration next to the Presidential Office – and the 
TL decided to start working with some of its staff – one of whom was able to produce a copy of a long-forgotten 
document on reform which had been issued by the Presidential Office some 5 years earlier. This gave the project 
some benchmarks which could be used for posing questions about progress – and this formed the basis for a new 
draft of the required strategy for implementing the Civil Service Law.  Jointly with 2 of the Academy staff, the first 
books in the Azeri language  on PAR, civil service reform and HRM were written and produced by the project. And 
the TL started to do training sessions with public officials – none of which was in the ToR. Slowly the project got 
signals from the Presidential Office that the TL should go public with arguments for a more meritocratic systems 
of appointments – and this he did with interviews in newspapers and even an hour’s TV show. A few weeks after 
the end of the project, a Presidential Decree established the Civil Service Agency along the lines the project had 
recommended – and the very day the TL arrived back in Baku in March 2005 to escape the Bishkek Revolution, 
the 40 year old lawyer he had worked with and was lunching with was called to the Presidential Office to be 
appointed Head (Minister) of the Agency! Six years on, it is going strong11.  
 

But it it is not at all clear how such attributes and skills might be measured in advance in a way to 
satisfy the rigid sort of procurement system the EC operates. 
 
b. What do they look for? 
The specifications I have been receiving in the last few months continue to emphasise experience.   
 
c.  what encouragement is given to develop the desired features? 
I’ve been 20 years in this game – and only once has a company involved me in a sharing of experience. 
And once too a desk officer in a European Delegation asked me to attend on their behalf a conference 
about decentralisation. The Guidelines on the Backbone strategy say nothing to encourage such 
practices. The EC has thrown such money around in the last few decades to encourage the 
development of professional associations that one has to wonder why they have not seen fit to do so for   
those who are the oil of an industry on which they they spend about 10 billion euros?  All we need is 
the occasional conference (to allow us to share experiences – and get up to speed with relevant 
developments in EU countries and EC policy) – or consultation.  
 
d. Why do we bother with methodology in the bid? 
At the moment these are prepared formulaistically by staff with little or no experience on the ground – 
and yet are considered part of the contractual obligations which bind new Team Leaders. Even worse, 
some companies have employed staff who have made an art form of drafting submissions which are 
impressive to the inexperienced members of evaluation panels.  If the design and individual experts 
are indeed critical – then why award so many points in the evaluation for a methodology which is 
just a paper exercise in which the consulants play little or no part?  
Apart from anything else, it makes the evaluation very complex – requiring the panel members to read 
hundreds of pages (in a foreign language).  
 
 
3.4 Obstacles to flexibility; 
the procurement system. 
 
 
3.5 Inconclusion 
Too much is expected of the limited number of generalist staff in the Delegations. The process needs 
simplification – not the further complication which is involved in all the bullet points of the Guidelines 
document. The ideas floated in this paper are summarised in the table.  They don’t seem to be very 
complicated –  
 

                                                 
11 see case study by Sumir Lal in Governance Reform under real world conditions (World Bank  2008) 
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/EXTDEVCOMMENG/ETGOVACC/0,,contentMDK:21707692~menu
PK:4859794~pagePK:64168445~piPK:64168309~theSitePK:3252001,00.html 
 



Table 2; summary of suggestions on Backbone strategy 

Proposal 
 

Comment 

Switch resources to helping develop demand-
driven and relevant projects 

 

Clearer definition of expert skill profile 
 

The Guidelines talk about communications, 
empathy and facilitation skills 

More general ToR (???) 
 

 

Reduced points for methodology 
 

This is generally written by those with no 
experience of the country in which the project 
will be based 

Project flexibility 
 

At the moment this is possible during the 
Inception stage and the Backbone strategy 
simply repeats this.  

Ensure wider sharing of project papers and 
experience 

Delegations should select appropriate papers 
for insertion onto website. 
Local Institutes of Public Administration 
should be encouraged to use papers in their 
teaching. 

  
 
 

4. How does one reform (in) Kleptocratic Regimes? The black 
hole in TA work 
 
4.1 Does the “Good Governance” agenda of the international community offer help?   
International bodies have changed their tune about the state – even if their arrogance remains. 
Physical and financial tsunamis have demonstrated the need for a smart and robust – if not strong – 
state. Typically, their experts have swung from one extreme to the other. Having expected little of the 
state – they now expect too much. Their anti-poverty strategies read like Soviet 10 year plans.  
Merilee Grindle has been one of the few to challenge12 this. 
 
Box 2; Good enough governance 
“Getting good governance calls for improvements that touch virtually all aspects of the public sector—from 
institutions that set the rules of the game for economic and political interaction, to decision-making structures 
that determine priorities among public problems and allocate resources to respond to them, to organizations 
that manage administrative systems and deliver goods and services to citizens, to human resources that staff 
government bureaucracies, to the interface of officials and citizens in political and bureaucratic arenas… 
Not surprisingly, advocating good governance raises a host of questions about what needs to be done, when it 
needs to be done, and how it needs to be done.  
 
Recently, the idea of “good enough governance” questioned the length of the good governance agenda.This 
concept suggested that not all governance deficits need to be (or can be) tackled at once and that institution and 
capacity building are products of time; governance achievements can also be reversed.  
Good enough governance means that interventions thought to contribute to the ends of economic and political 
development need to be questioned, prioritized, and made relevant to the conditions of individual countries. 
They need to be assessed in light of historical evidence, sequence, and timing, and they should be selected 
carefully in terms of their contributions to particular ends such as poverty reduction and democracy.  
Good enough governance directs attention to considerations of the minimal conditions of governance necessary 
to allow political and economic development to occur” 

 
4.2 The toolkit of change 
The following basic mechanisms have been used to try to create in transition countries a system of 
public administration which is responsive to public need – 

• Judicial reform; to embed properly the principle of the rule of law13 

• Budgetary reform; to ensure the integrity and transparency of public resources 

                                                 
12 full article at http://relooney.fatcow.com/00_New_1805.pdf 
13 The book of critical essays edited by Carothers (2006) on the experience rule of law is a rare example of an accessible critique.  
Also Rule of Law reform and Development – charting the fragile path of progress by RJ Trebilcock and M Daniels (2009)   
http://books.google.com/books?id=NTWq-
CHZgZYC&printsec=frontcover&source=gbs_ge_summary_r&cad=0#v=onepage&q&f=false  



• Civil service laws, structures and training institutions – to encourage professionalism and 
less politicization of staff of state bodies14 

• Impact assessment – to try to move the transition systems away from a legalistic approach 
and force policy-makers to carry out consultations and assess the financial and other effects of 
draft legislation 

• Functional Review – to try to remove those functions of state bodies which are no longer 
necessary or are best handled by another sector or body15. 

• Institutional twinning – to help build the capacity of those state bodies whose performance is 
crucial to the implementation of the Acquis Communautaire16 

• Development of local government and NGOs – to try to ensure that a redistribution of power 
takes place 

• Anti-corruption strategies – which incorporate elements of most of the above 

• Performance measurement and management eg EFQM 
 
The problem with many of these tools – particularly the 3rd, 4th and 5th - is that their rationalistic basis 
brings them into immediate conflict with local realities which subverts therefore all too easily their 
good intentions even if the project had  

• beneficiaries with both clout and commitment and 

• experts with the relevant skills 

• the necessary flexibility.  
 
Just as simple and obvious recruitment procedures – and asking questions about the necessity of 
Ministry functions - strike at the heart of a Minister’s patronage power, so do these simple and obvious 
procedures for making the business of government more manageable and transparent. It is part of the 
toolkit of a politician not to reveal too much – and most politicians anyway are flying by the seats of 
their pants! 
Too many of the tools of those involved in administrative reform are anti-political (and therefore anti-
democratic) in their “rationalism”. What many technocrats attribute to politics or parties is simply 
human behaviour! Human behaviour needs to be factored into change efforts! The contrast between 
the two ways of thinking is nicely caught in the following diagram – 
 
Diagram 1; rational and political approaches to change 

 
from Teskey (DFiD 2005) 
 
 
4.3 Get the basics right 
In 2007,  the Journal of Democracy, for example, had an excellent paper by Tom Carothers which looked 
at some of the global thinking about the institutional development  process which affects the Technical 
Cooperation field. http://yimd.org/documents/T/the_sequencing_fallacy-

                                                 
14 see SIGMA review 
15 a rare set of guidlines was given in 2001 by Manning et al http://www-
wds.worldbank.org/external/default/WDSContentServer/WDSP/IB/2005/06/22/000090341_20050622142938/Rendered/P
DF/32699.pdf  
16 for a rare insight into the origin of twinning see Tulmets……. 



_how_democracies_emerge.pdf He took exception with the argument that democracy should take 
second place to the establishment of the rule of law. Tom Carothers (US Aid) is a rare voice of logic, 
clarity, experience and balance in the world of international aid subject (Brinkerhoff is another) - and 
their articles are so good that they rate folder of their own in my laptop library. In 2009 Carothers 
produced a paper which looked at the experience and discussion of the past decade with rule-of-law 
projects. http://www.carnegieendowment.org/files/Rule_of_Law_Temptations.pdf 
His paper points out the ambiguity of that term - which finds support from a variety of ideological and 
professional positions and therefore leads to confused implementation if not state capture.   
 
 
The one exception is the “democracy promotion” strand of work where Richard Youngs is particularly 
prolific http://www.ceps.eu/book/european-democracy-promotion-wane. Indeed I discovered today an 
important book he edited in 2009 which matches the concern I  voice in the second part of my draft 
paper - about the failure of the EU to understand properly the context of neighbourhood countries and to 
adjust TA accordingly. The book has the marvellous title of “Democracy’s Plight in the European 
Neighbourhood – Struggling transitions and proliferating dynasties”  
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1513213&http://scholar.google.ro/scholar?q=De
mocracies+Plight+in+the+European+Neighbourhood+%E2%80%93+Struggling&hl=ro&btnG=C%C4%
83uta%C5%A3i with chapters on Bulgaria, Romania, Moldova, Serbia, Turkey, Georgia, Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, Ukraine, Russia, Kazakhstan, Belarus, Egypt, Algeria and Morocco 
 
 
 
 
A 2004 SIGMA overview of PA in the Balkans17 – written ironically precisely at the time the 
procurement (rather than development) philosophy won the day in Brussels18. “Too often”, it says 
“PAR strategies in the region are designed by (external) technocrats with a limited mandate. Public 
Administration reforms are not sufficiently considered as political interventions which need to be 
sustained by a coalition of interests which includes business, civil society and public sector workers”.  
The paper then goes on to make the following very useful injunctions - 

• Get the administrative basics right – before getting into the complexity of NPM-type measures 

• Focus on establishing regularity 

• Tackle systems - not agencies 

• Develop the young; constrain the old19 

• Be serious about local ownership 

• Avoid having a project focus force governments into unrealistic expectations 

• Address the governance system as a whole – eg parliament and admin justice 
 
It is a pity this paper did not receive wider circulation and discussion. It would be useful to have an 
update commissioned in true consultative fashion – drawing on the experience this time on more 
people on the ground.  
 
 
 
4.4 What does history tell us? 
Crisis management – and financial and moral corruption – are some of the presenting features of all 
centralised systems. How does one change such cultures? Where are there examples of highly 
centralised societies developing systems of staff involvement in the improvement of services. Japan is 
one obvious example – famous now for the way management engage staff in a continuous dialogue 
about how to improve what their services and products offer the customer. But this is a relatively 
recent phenomenon – brought on by the combination of the shock of Second World War defeat and 
the import under General MacArthur’s regime of a little-known American management guru, Edward 
Denning whose statistically based approach to “quality management” so transformed Japanese – and, 
ultimately and ironically, - American industry. Before then, organisational structures had the same 
features of subservience as CIS countries. Apart from such post-war scenarios, I actually don’t know of 

                                                 
17 Public Administration in the Balkans; Overview (SIGMA 2004)    
18 see also Santiso (2004) 
19 although I have reservations about the “ageism” of this. Young people from the region educated in Western Europe have a 
shocking arrogance (perhaps because they have no local role models – perhaps because of the nature of the social science they 
have been taught) which means they are doomed to repeat the mistakes of the past. And their instant elevation to promoted 
posts on their return from Western Europe creates problems since they have no work experience. 



any examples of states which have successfully come out of kleptocracy. If anything, the process seems 
in the reverse direction! 
This raises the conundrum – is it people who change systems? Or systems which change people?  
Answers tend to run on ideological grounds - individualists tend to say the former; social democrats 
the latter. And both are right! Change begins with a single step, an inspiring story, a champion. But, 
unless the actions “resonate” with society, they will dismissed as mavericks, “ahead of their time”.  
A significant number of people have to be discontent – and persuaded that there is an alternative. The 
wider system has to be ready for change – and, in the meantime, the narrow and upward 
accountabilities of the administrative system can be – and is so often – malevolent, encouraging 
people to behave in perverse ways.  
Formal and informal systems are a well-recognised fact of organizational life20. Whatever new formal 
systems say, powerful informal systems tend to ensure the maintenance of unreformed systems – 
until, that is, and unless there is a determined move to change. What do I mean by “determined 
move”? - 

• Ensuring, by communications, leadership and training, that people understand what the 
reform is trying to achieve – and why it is needed 

• Development and enforce detailed instruments  

• Networking in order to mobilise support for the relevant changes 

• building and empowering relevant institutions to be responsible for the reform – and help 
drive it forward 

 
Administrative reform is an intervention in a social system – or rather set of interlocking systems. Like 
an organism, it will quickly be rejected or absorbed unless it can relate to elements in these larger 
systems. We are these days advised always to carry out “stakeholder analyses” – to track who will be 
affected by the changes and how the indifferent or potentially hostile can be brought on side or 
neutralised21. This is sound advice – and such an exercise may sometimes suggest that certain aspects 
of reform should be delayed. A paper22 on the Russian experience of civil service reform is one of the 
few to try to offer an explanation of how the combination of specific internal and external factors has 
constrained the reform process in that particular country eg variable political leadership and support; 
variable administrative leadership and capacity; political and social instability; minimal civil society; 
the preponderance of old apparatchniks; cultural factors; and ‘windows of opportunity’  
 
4.5 Some ideas 
 

• Funding of research on „what works” in IB in transition contexts 

• EC funding of expert get-togethers ??? 

• Urban Institute model 
 
 

5. Is Tinkering Enough? 
But I don’t think all this goes far enough. The very language of Technical Assistance assumes certainty 
of knowledge (inputs-outputs) and relationships of power – of superiority (“experts”) and inferiority 
(“beneficiaries”). What happens when we start from different assumptions eg? 

• Technical Assistance built on projects (and the project management philosophy which 
enshrines that) may be OK for constructing buildings but is not appropriate for assisting in the 
development of public institutions 

• Such criticism has been made of Technical Assistance in the development field – but has not 
yet made the crossing to those who work in the (bureaucratically separate) world of 
institution-building in post-communist countries 

• Institutions grow – and noone really understands that process 

• Administrative reform has little basis in scientific evidence23. The discipline of public 
administration from which it springs is promiscuous in its multi-disciplinary borrowing. 

                                                 
20 In 1970, Donald Schon coined the phrase “dynamic conservatism” in Beyond the Stable State to describe the strength of these 
forces in an organisation.  
21 see the useful discussion in Lovell’s paper on “Gaining Support” by which uses the dimensions of “agreement to change” and 
“trust” to distinguish allies, adversaries, bedfellows, opponents and fence sitters   
22 “Hard cases and improving governance; Putin and civil service reform” by Pat Grey (2004) 
23 See the 99 contradictory proverbs underlying it which Hood and Jackson identified in their (out of print) 1999 book 
Administrative  Argument 



• Once one accepts the world of uncertainty in which we are working, it is not enough to talk 
about more flexibility in the first few months to adjust project details. This is just the old 
machine metaphor at work again – one last twist of the spanner and hey presto, it’s working! 

 
The table below is taken from one of the most interesting writers in the development field one of 
whose early books was titled, memorably, “Putting the Last First”. As you would expect from such a 
title, his approach is highly critical of external technical experts and of the way even participatory 
efforts are dominated by them. 
 
Table 3; Four approaches to development  
Approach 1. Benevolent 2. Participatory 3. Rights-based 4. Obligation-

based 
Core concept Doing good Effectiveness Rights of “have-nots” Obligations of “haves” 

Dominant 
mode 

Technical Social Political Ethical 

Relationships 
of donors to 
recipients 

Blueprinted Consultative Transformative Reflective 

Stakeholders 
seen as 

Beneficiaries Implementers Citizens Guides, teachers 

Accountability Upward to aid agency Upward with some 
downward 

Multiple Personal 

Procedures Bureaucratic 
conformity 

More acceptance of 
diversity 

Negotiated, 
evolutionary 

Learning 

Organizational 
drivers 

Pressure to disburse Balance between 
disbursement and 
results 

Pressure for results Expectations of 
responsible use of 
discretion 

Source; Ideas for Development: R. Chambers (2005) p 208) 

Sadly, few younger consultants in the field of admin reform (particularly NPM ones!) are familiar with 
the development literature . The unease some of us have been increasingly feeling about PAR in 
transition countries is well explained in that table.  
The practice of technical assistance in reshaping state structures in transition countries is stuck at the 
first stage – although the rhetoric of “local ownership” of the past 5 years or so has moved the thinking 
to the second column.  
The challenge is now two-fold, to make that rhetoric more of a reality and then to move to try to 
ensure that citizens actually benefit from all the activity!  
 
I found it interesting that the Court latched on to capacity development (giving appropriate references) 
in its 2007 paper whereas the EC response was a bit sniffy about that perspective and made no attempt 
to pick that concept apart (as the Morgan paper I referenced does). I vividly remember my own 
discovery of the “capacity” concept in 200624. That should give a clue to the inadequacy of TA work – I 
am a well-read and conscientious guy and yet I had to reinvent the wheel of capacity development. It 
was only after I had developed the diagrams you will find at the end of the 2006 paper that I 
discovered the literature and debate on capacity development – at the same time it seems as the EC25.  
 
 
 
This is a shorter version of a paper „Reforming the reformers” which is still being drafted – and whose 
current version is available on http://www.freewebs.com/publicadminreform/ 
 
 
 
 
Ronald G Young 
20 March 2011  
 
 

                                                 
24 2006 http://nomadron.blogspot.com/2011/02/from-civil-service-reform-to-developing.html 
25 

http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/multimedia/publications/documents/tools/europeaid_institutional_assessment_capacity_devlpmt_2006_en.pdf 


